T ECHNIQUES for estimating the degree of heritability in crop plants previously reported in the literature fall into three main categories: those based on (a) parent-offspring regressions (b) variance components from an analysis of variance, and (c) approximation of nonheritable variance from genetically uniform populations to estimate total genetic variance.
None of these techniques are completely satisfactory from the standpoint of the plant breeder who on observing an F 2 population asks himself, with respect to a particular character: "To what extent is selection likely to be effective?" What this plant breeder needs, is an early generation estimate of heritability. A method is presented below which offers the following advantages:
(1) The estimate is made entirely on the basis of the F B and the backcross of the Fi to each inbred parent.
(2) The estimating of nonheritable variance is unnecessary. heritable variance contingent on measuring the variance of nonsegregating populations as an approximation of nonheritable variance is unsatisfactory. Presumably because of greatly reduced vigor in inbred lines, the total variance in such populations measures not only the nonheritable effects comparable to more normal populations, but, in addition, nonheritable variation which is present only in populations of low vigor. These weak plants apparently tend to be much more susceptible to variations in environment than are plants with more normal vigor. Conversely the use of the F^ to estimate nonheritable variance may provide too small a value to be comparable to that present in segregating populations if the vigorous genotype tends to be less, sensitive to environmental fluctuations, or too large a value if environmental variance is highly correlated with the means.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The study of hereditary and environmental components of variation had its beginnings in the work of Johannsen (5) Fisher (3) first separated genetic variance into three components: that due to additive effects of genes, that due to dominance deviations from the additive scheme, and that due to deviations from the additive scheme attributable to in'er-allelic interactions. Charles and Smith (1) and Powers (10, 12) separated genetic from total variance by use of estimates of environmental variance based on nonsegregating populations and possible relations between
